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Load-Oriented Tutoring to Enhance Student's Explanation Understanding ——An Explanation Planner and a Self-explanation Environment——

Akihiro KASHIHARA†, Member, Koichi MATSUMURA†, Nonmember, Tsukasa HIRASHIMA† and Jun'ichi TOYODA†, Members

SUMMARY This paper discusses the design of an ITS to realize a load-oriented tutoring to enhance the student's explanation understanding. In the explanation understanding, it is to be hoped that a student not only memorizes the new information from an explanation, but also relates the acquired information with his/her own knowledge to recognize what it means. This relating process can be viewed as the one in which the student structures his/her knowledge with the explanation. In our ITS, we regard the knowledge-structuring activities as the explanation understanding. In this paper, we propose an explanation, called a load-oriented explanation, with the intention of applying a load to the student's knowledge-structuring activities purposefully. If the proper load is applied, the explanation can induce the student to think by himself/herself. Therefore he/she will have a chance of gaining the deeper understanding. The important point toward the load-oriented explanation generation is to control the load heaviness appropriately, which a student will bear in understanding the explanation. This requires to estimate how an explanation promotes the understanding activities and how much the load is applied to the activities. In order to provide ITS with the estimation, we have built an Explanation Effect Model, EEM for short. Our ITS consists of an explanation planner and a self-explanation environment. The planner generates the load-oriented explanation based on EEM. The system also makes a student explain the explanation understanding process to himself/herself. Such self-explanation is useful to let the student be conscious of the necessity of structuring his/her knowledge with the explanation. The self-explanation environment supports the student's self-explanation. Furthermore, if the student reaches an impasse in self-explaining, the planner can generate the supporting explanation for the impasse.
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1. Introduction

Explanation activity can be viewed as a task to make a hearer understand the explainer's explanation. The attempt to realize the task with a computer is an important subject for intelligent man-machine communication systems, especially for ITS [4], [5], [10]. This paper describes the design of an ITS to enhance the student's explanation understanding.

It is generally desirable that a student can understand the tutor's explanation with no stress [13]. In order to afford this understanding, the tutoring systems need to explain with the intention of removing or lightening the cognitive load that the student will bear in the understanding activities [1], [5], [11], [14], [15]. From a tutoring point of view, on the other hand, it is necessary to apply a load purposefully for inducing a student to think. In this case, it is apprehended that the student loses his/her motivation for the understanding on the ground that the load is too heavy for him/her. However, if the proper load, which the student can overcome by himself/herself, is applied, he/she would pay more attention to the explanation. Therefore, he/she will have a chance of gaining a deeper understanding of it. A student, moreover, will often reach impasses owing to the load. A support that enables the student to overcome the impasses allows him/her to understand more impressively [6], [7], [12]. Consequently, in order to enhance the student's explanation understanding, it is considered necessary for the tutoring systems to generate explanations by estimating the student's cognitive load. In this research, tutoring by such explanation method is referred to as load-oriented tutoring.

First in order to realize the load-oriented tutoring, it is necessary to represent the cognitive load. This requires to assume the explanation understanding process. This research regards the explanation understanding as the process in which a student builds up a knowledge structure by relating the explanation with his/her own knowledge. On this assumption, the load can be represented as the cost of building up the knowledge structure. Second it is necessary to generate an explanation, called a load-oriented explanation, with the intention of applying a load to the student's understanding activities. The important point toward the generation is to vary the load heaviness appropriately, which a student will bear. In order to realize the load control, we need a model to estimate how an explanation promotes the understanding activities and how much the load is applied to the activities. In order to provide ITS with the estimation, we have already built an Explanation Effect Model, EEM for short [6],
This paper describes an ITS implementing the load-oriented tutoring. Our ITS consists of an explanation planner and a self-explanation environment [8]. The planner generates the load-oriented explanation based on EEM. The system also makes a student explain the explanation understanding process to himself/herself. Such self-explanation is useful to let the student be conscious of the necessity of structuring his/her knowledge with the explanation [3]. The self-explanation environment supports the student's self-explanation activities. Furthermore, if the student reaches an impasse in self-explaining, the planner can generate the supporting explanation to give a way out of the impasse.

2. Explanation Understanding

2.1 A Consideration of Explanation Understanding

In the explanation understanding, it is to be hoped that a student not only acquires (or memorizes) the new information from a given explanation, but also recognizes what the acquired information means. This recognition requires the student to relate the acquired information with his/her own knowledge. As a result of the relating process, he/she will build up a knowledge structure. In this paper, we regard the process, in which the student structures his/her knowledge with the explanation, as the explanation understanding process.

In general, there are various directions in which a student structures his/her knowledge. However it is difficult for ITS to trace his/her knowledge-structuring processes spread out in all directions. Moreover, the explanation alone cannot always facilitate the student's knowledge-structuring activities. Consequently, in order to support the student's explanation understanding, it is necessary to restrict the directions of knowledge-structuring and make a student be conscious of the necessity of knowledge-structuring. These restrictions on the explanation understanding are considered valid in respect of tutoring.

We currently focus on a certain process in which the knowledge structure to be represented as IS-A hierarchical network is constructed. Moreover, our ITS beforehand sets a network as an understanding goal, and then makes him/her explain the process that he/she composes the network from the given explanation. Such self-explanation allows our ITS to recognize the student's knowledge-structuring activities, and besides is useful to facilitate his/her activities.

2.2 Explanation Understanding Representation in Our ITS

Based on the above consideration, this section describes the framework of explanation understanding in our ITS.

2.2.1 Knowledge Structure

This research deals with the knowledge structure, which a student will build up from explanations, to be represented as IS-A hierarchical network. The node in the network indicates an object and is represented by a simplified frame [9] in which its name and attributes with values are described. The attribute inheritance is not considered, since the network is used to facilitate the student's knowledge-structuring activities as discussed in Sect. 6. The link shows the relationship between nodes. There are three pre-defined relationships as follows: 'is a subclass of' and its converse 'has a subclass,' and 'difference'. These links respectively possess the generalized attributes, the specialized attributes and the different attributes between nodes. A network in Fig. 1(a), for example, shows a knowledge structure about computer vocabularies, in which the nodes represent knowledge about vocabularies and the links show the relationships between the vocabularies.

2.2.2 Explanation

In this research, an explanation is expressed in text form, and is represented as explanation unit sequence. Each unit in the explanation gives a description of what attributes and values a network component (node or link) has. Therefore the unit can be formally identified with the component. For example, the text (in line (1)) in Fig. 1(b) is composed of two explanation units: Node-s1 and Link-gl. Currently we consider the unit a semantic primitive of the text. Each explanation unit comprises some sentences.

2.2.3 Explanation Understanding Process

Based on the above representation, the knowledge-structuring corresponds to the network composing activities such as forming nodes and linking the nodes from the explanation unit sequence. As shown in Fig. 2, moreover, the activities are divided into three phases: (1) explanation unit extraction, (2) related knowledge retrieval, and (3) network composing.

In the explanation unit extraction phase, the given text is divided into some explanation units. This division requires to pay attention to the semantic relationships between sentences in the text. In the related knowledge retrieval phase, the knowledge, which is related to the extracted explanation units, is derived from the already acquired knowledge. We assume that the acquired knowledge is represented in the same manner as the network and that the knowledge retrieval is executed by a node or link. The
<SYSTEM> The real time processing method aims at processing user's jobs. This method uses the general purpose computer. The jobs are immediately processed after they are inputted in the computer. This method is also suitable for the jobs that need to be immediately processed. (Node-s1) The real time processing method is a kind of the job processing method. In the job processing method, it is not considered the immediate processing and whether the jobs need to be immediately processed. (Link-g1)

Explanation unit sequence... (Node-s1 Link-g1).

<SYSTEM> Explain the vocabularies of batch processing method, real time processing method, and job processing method. Moreover, explain the relationships among three vocabularies.

<STUDENT> What is the difference between batch processing method and real time processing method?

<SYSTEM> The batch processing method aims at processing the user's jobs stored for a specified period, and collectively processes the jobs. Therefore this processing method is suited for the jobs that need not to be immediately processed. On the other hand, the real time processing method aims at processing user's jobs, and immediately processes the jobs after they are inputted in the computer. Therefore this processing method is suitable for the jobs that need to be immediately processed.

Explanation unit sequence... (Link-d).

(b) Sample Dialogue

Fig. 1 An example of load-oriented tutoring.

derived knowledge may facilitate the explanation unit extraction. In the network composing phase, the extracted explanation units are related with the retrieved knowledge. As a result of the relating, the IS-A hierarchical network is built up. This network is composed of the extracted explanation units, the retrieved knowledge and the network components that are newly formed in the relating activities.

A student will bear the cognitive load in each phase. Our ITS currently deals with the load in the related knowledge retrieval and the network composing phases. We do not also consider the mistaken network composing, i.e., mistaken understanding.

3. Overview of Load-oriented Tutoring

This section gives the overview of the load-oriented tutoring in our ITS. Figure 3 shows the system
configuration. Our ITS enhances the student’s explanation understanding in the following manner. First, the tutoring module sets a goal network. This network offers the knowledge structure that the system expects the student to build up finally. The tutoring goal is to let the student compose the network. The tutoring module performs the setting of such goal. (For brevity we omit a detailed discussion of this module in this paper.) Second in order to apply a load to the network composing activities, the explanation planner generates a plan for load-oriented explanation sensitively to the student model given by the student modelling module. The generated plan is translated into the text by the template-based text generator. Third the system presents this text to the student and requires him/her to compose the goal network. Since the load-oriented explanation does not give the sufficient description of the goal network, the student needs to complement the deficiencies by relating the explanation with his/her own knowledge. Lastly, if the student reaches impasses in self-explaining, the planner uses the network composing process monitored by the self-explanation environment to generate the supporting explanations for the impasses.

3.1 Framework of Load Control

The student will bear a load when he/she tries to complement the network components that are not described by the load-oriented explanation. We assume that the heaviness of the load is in proportion to the number of the complemented components. The number, $N_{\text{complement}}$, is represented as follows:

$$N_{\text{complement}} = N_{\text{total}} - N_{\text{ex-units}}$$

where $N_{\text{total}}$ is the total number of the components in the goal network, and $N_{\text{ex-units}}$ is the number of the components described by the load-oriented explanation. Our ITS varies $N_{\text{ex-units}}$ to control $N_{\text{complement}}$. The system briefly controls the network composing load by varying $N_{\text{ex-units}}$. For example, the system reduces the explanation units to apply a heavier load. However $N_{\text{complement}}$ may include the number of the components the student has already acquired. Therefore the load heaviness will lighten in some degree.

In order to generate the load-oriented explanation appropriately, it is necessary to reduce $N_{\text{ex-units}}$ within the bounds of possibility that a student composes the goal network. This control requires to estimate how the network components can be complemented from an explanation unit and how much the load is applied to the complement activities. We have proposed EEM to provide our ITS with the estimation referred to as the explanation effect. Our explanation planner generates the load-oriented explanation based on EEM.

3.2 Framework of Self-Explanation

Looking at the given load-oriented explanation, a student composes the network. In the composing process, he/she forms a node by explaining what attributes with values in the node are. He/she also forms a link by explaining what attributes in the link are. We consider that the student’s knowledge-structuring is expressed as such self-explanation activities. Tracing the student’s self-explanation process, our self-explanation environment tries to recognize his/her knowledge-structuring.

3.3 Example of Load-oriented Tutoring

Here we provide a concrete example. Fig. 1(b) shows a sample dialogue with our ITS. We deal with the explanations about computer vocabularies. First, the goal network shown in Fig. 1(a) is selected. In this dialogue, we assume that a student has already acquired knowledge about batch processing (Node-s2), i.e., he/she can self-explain Node-s2. It is also assumed that the student has known all conceptions indicating the attributes and values in the goal network. Second, our ITS gives the load-oriented explanation (line(1)). This explanation has the explanation unit sequence as follows: the node of real time processing (Node-s1) and is a subclass of link between real time processing and job processing (Link-g1). However it does not give the description of the following network components: Node-s2, Node-u, Link-d and Link-g2. Therefore the student needs to complement these components. The system expects the student to bear a load in complementing the components. Third, our ITS requires him/her to compose the goal network (line(2)). Since he/she has reached the impasse in complementing Link-d, i.e., relating Node-s1 with Node-s2, he/she asks for the relationship between these nodes (line(3)). Then the system provides the supporting explanation that describes Link-d (line(4)).

We now discuss EEM and our ITS in more detail.
4. Explanation Effect Model: EEM

EEM estimates how the knowledge structure to be represented as IS-A hierarchical network is constructed from an explanation unit sequence. The explanation effect is embodied as the scope in which the network components can be formed by means of an explanation unit, and besides the load applied to the forming activities is described. These descriptions are provided independent of a specific domain.

4.1 Explanation Effects

4.1.1 Direct Effect and Indirect Effect

There are two explanation effect types: direct effect and indirect effect. The direct effect means that a network component described by a given explanation unit is formed. The indirect effect is extended from the direct effect and means that an explanation unit helps to form some network components that are adjacent to the component formed as the direct effect.

The scope of the direct effect is called DE-Scope; the scope of the indirect effect, IE-Scope. IE-Scope comprises the network components that a student will newly form by relating the given explanation with his/her own knowledge. Expecting IE-Scope, our ITS generates the load-oriented explanation. The width of the expected IE-Scope influences the heaviness of the load that a student will bear. EEM currently limits the width to the scope directly connected with the DE-Scope.

Figure 4 shows the DE-Scope and IE-Scope of the load-oriented explanation (line(1)) in Fig 1(b). The system expects that the explanation unit describing Node-s1 helps the student to form Node-s1 (in DE-Scope1b) directly and to form Link-d (in IE-Scope1b) indirectly. Similarly, the explanation effects of the unit describing Link-g1 are indicated by DE-Scope2a and IE-Scope2a. We below explain how to estimate the IE-Scope of the explanation unit.

4.1.2 Explanation Effect Schema

Even though the same explanation unit is given, the indirect effect changes in cases the context is different. Accordingly, we have schematized the explanation effect as follows: "Context + Explanation_unit → IE-Scope." Context is provided by the student model representing the nodes and links that the student has already acquired. Explanation_unit prescribes DE-Scope.

Based on the explanation effect schema, we have currently described concrete several effects. The IE-Scope of each explanation effect is limited to the adjacency of the DE-Scope and the acquired knowledge. We also confine the relationship between Context and Explanation_unit in which a node is indirectly formed. As shown in Fig. 5, the node is formed only when the adjacent (the closest upper, closest lower or brother) node is already acquired and the link between two nodes is explained. Table 1 shows the explanation effect descriptions. For example, the first line from the top of Table 1 (indicated by *) describes the following effect. First let us assume that some nodes in the same hierarchical level have been already acquired. Then from the explanation unit of a 'is a subclass of' link between one of their nodes and their closest upper node, it can be expected that the upper node is formed. Moreover it can be expected that all the other 'is a subclass of' links are formed. These explanation effects are confirmed by the observation of how average students structure their knowledge in explanatory dialogues.

4.1.3 Explanation Effect Types

The explanation effects in Table 1 are divided into three types according to the direction from DE-Scope to IE-Scope. Figures 6(a), (b) and (c) show that the explanation effects extend respectively in bottom-up manner, in top-down manner, and in level-sideways manner. These effects are respectively called bottom-up effect, top-down effect and level-sideways effect. For example, in Fig. 4, the extension from DE-Scope1b to IE-Scope1b shows level-sideways effect.

Fig. 4 DE-scope and IE-scope.

Fig. 5 Node formation in IE-scope.
Table 1  Explanation effect descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Explanation_unit</th>
<th>Components in IE-Scope</th>
<th>Indirect_effect_type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* some nodes in the same level</td>
<td>a 'is a subclass of'</td>
<td>the upper node &amp; the other 'is a subclass of'</td>
<td>Generalization &amp; Categorizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a node</td>
<td>the lower node</td>
<td>'is a subclass of'</td>
<td>Categorizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a node &amp; the lower node</td>
<td>'has a subclass'</td>
<td>'is a subclass of'</td>
<td>Categorizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a node</td>
<td>'has a subclass'</td>
<td>the lower node</td>
<td>Specialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a node</td>
<td>the upper node</td>
<td>'has a subclass'</td>
<td>Instantiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a node &amp; the upper node</td>
<td>'is a subclass of'</td>
<td>'has a subclass'</td>
<td>Instantiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a node</td>
<td>'difference'</td>
<td>the other node in the same level</td>
<td>Differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some nodes in the same level</td>
<td>their upper node</td>
<td>'difference'</td>
<td>Discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a node</td>
<td>the other node</td>
<td>'difference'</td>
<td>Discrimination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6  Explanation effect types.

The extension from DE-Scope 2a to IE-Scope 2a shows bottom-up effect.

The bottom-up effect, moreover, is divided into two types: generalization effect as indirect node formation and categorizing effect as indirect link formation. The generalization effect means that the closest upper node of the DE-Scope is formed. The categorizing effect means that a 'is a subclass of' link between the DE-Scope and the upper node is formed. The first line from the top of Table 1 is an example of the generalization effect and categorizing one. Similarly, the top-down effect is divided into specialization one and instantiation one; the level-sideways effect, differentiation one and discrimination one.

4.2 Load Heaviness

Based on the above explanation effect schema, the network to be formed is composed of a component in the DE-Scope, components in the IE-Scope and already acquired components. EEM currently assumes that the component in the DE-Scope can be formed with no load. EEM represents the load heaviness as the cost of complementing the remaining components. The cost is in proportion to the number of the components. The cost of complementing one component is also in proportion to the number of the attributes in the component. From this point of view, EEM currently describes the load as the number of attributes in the complemented components. EEM also assumes that each network component requires its own complement cost. We discuss each cost below:

- **Cost of complementing a component in IE-Scope**
  
  EEM assumes that the complement cost changes according to whether the component is a node or link, and the direction to which the component is complemented from DE-Scope. First, in order to form a node, it is necessary to generalize (specialize or discriminate) attributes (or values), although link formation requires to compare the attributes in a node with the ones in the other node. Since it is considered that the generalization (specialization or discrimination) is harder than the comparison, the cost for node formation is more than that for link formation. Second, the bottom-up complement is considered harder than the top-down complement. The top-down complement is also considered harder than the level-sideways complement.

- **Cost of complementing a component that a student has acquired**
  
  EEM assumes that the complement cost changes according to the capability that a student brings back
his/her memory. In other words, the complement by the poor capability is harder than that by the high capability.

The above assumptions have not been verified yet, but the load-oriented explanation based on EEM is considered useful from an intelligent tutoring point of view. We currently regard EEM as a model to provide the necessary estimation for planning the load-oriented explanation.

5. Explanation Planner

This section discusses the methods to generate the load-oriented explanation based on EEM and the supporting explanation. These methods contribute to the generic explanation-planning mechanism to enhance the student's explanation understanding in which the IS-A hierarchical network is built up. In other words, our ITS is applicable to any domain, of which the knowledge structure built up from explanations can be represented as IS-A hierarchical network.

5.1 Planning Architecture

Before planning, our ITS makes a student compose the goal network with only all node names included in the network. (The sample dialogue in Fig. 1 omits the student modeling.) From the composition result, the student-modelling module uses overlay modeling technique [2], [16] to identify which of the components the student has acquired (self-explained), and generates an initial student model. The student model is represented as the network overlaid with the goal network.

Figure 7 shows the explanation planning process in our ITS. First, the load-oriented explanation planning is executed. The planner generates a plan in order to change the initial student model into the goal network (Load-oriented explanation plan generation). Then expecting the explanation effect by each explanation unit, the planner makes the explanation unit sequence. Next, the planner estimates the heaviness of the load that the generated plan will apply to the student's knowledge-structuring activities (Load estimation). The estimated heaviness is compared to a threshold (Load control). If it exceeds the threshold, the planner modifies the plan (Replanning); if not, the plan is translated into natural language by the template-based text generator shown in Fig. 3. The generated load-oriented explanation is presented to a student.

Second, if an impasse occurs when the student composes the goal network after the load-oriented explanation, the supporting explanation planning is executed. Then the planner uses the information monitored by the self-explanation environment to generate a plan for the supporting explanation (Supporting explanation plan generation).

5.2 Load-oriented Explanation Planning

5.2.1 Planning Operators

In our planner, the planning operators are divided into two types: basic operators and explanation strategies. The basic operators derive explanation units from the goal network, and provide what explanation effects are expected from the units. The explanation strategies decide the order of searching for basic operators.

• Basic operators

Each basic operator contains a Goal, which represents an explanation effect type provided by the operator; a Constraint list, which is a context that the operator is applicable; ExUnit, which is an explanation unit extracted by the operator; Direct_effect and Indirect_effect, which denote the effects of the ExUnit. Figure

![Fig. 7 Explanation planning process.](image)

![Fig. 8 A basic operator for providing bottom-up effect.](image)
8(a) shows a basic operator that provides the bottom-up effect in the first line from the top of Table 1. This operator derives the explanation unit describing the 'is a subclass of' link between Node and its upper node (parent(Node)). The operator also provides the explanation effects shown in Fig. 8(b).

- **Explanation strategies**

The explanation strategies also search basic operators to extend the explanation effect from the node that a student has acquired (called starting node). If there is no starting node in the initial student model, it is necessary to make up a starting node. Then the system explains a node to the student with no load, and makes him/her self-explain the node. Conversely if there are some starting nodes, the lower node is selected.

In order to generate the appropriate load-oriented explanation, it is efficient to first generate a plan that applies as heavy load as possible and subsequently to decrease the load to a threshold. In order to implement this planning manner, the explanation strategies follow the two search preferences: node formation preference and direction preference. The node formation preference provides that the basic operators for providing indirect node formation have preference to the ones for indirect link formation. This is supported by the assumption that the node formation load is heavier than the link formation load as discussed in Sect. 4.2. Similarly the direction preference provides that the directions of the explanation effect extension are selected in priority order here: bottom-up, top-down, and level-sideways.

5.2.2 Plan Generation

This section describes the planning process with an example shown in Fig. 9. This example represents the planning for the sample dialogue in Fig. 1(b). In this planning, an initial student model provides that only Node-s2 has been acquired. First, following node formation preference, the planner decides the direction of the explanation effect extension. If it is not possible to extend the effect in any directions, the planner considers the link formation. In this example, the bottom-up extension from the starting node, i.e., Node-s2, is not possible, since the context does not satisfy the constraints of the basic operators for bottom-up effect. (The top-down extension is not considered.) Then the planner chooses the level-sideways extension from Node-s2 to Node-s1, and searches a basic operator for differentiation effect. As a result, the explanation unit (ExUnit-1a) is replaced into Plan-A shown in Fig. 9(a). ExUnit-1a describes Link-d. The DE-Scopes and IE-Scopes are indicated by respectively DE-Scopes1 and IE-Scopes1 as shown in Fig. 9(b).

Second, the planner assumes that the above differentiation effect was obtained, i.e., the student could form Link-d and Node-s1, and then recursively searches the next basic operator. Then the operator shown in Fig. 8 is chosen for the bottom-up extension from Node-s1 to Node-u. As a result, ExUnit-2a is replaced into Plan-A. ExUnit-2a describes Link-g1. As shown in Fig. 9(b), the DE-Scopes are indicated by DE-Scopes2a. The IE-Scopes is also indicated by IE-Scopes2a including Node-u as generalization effect and Link-g2 as categorizing effect.

5.2.3 Load Estimation

This section embodies the load heaviness based on the discussion in Sect. 4.2. First let us consider the load applied by an explanation unit. \( H(\text{unit}) \) represents the load heaviness. The variable \( N \) represents the total number of attributes in the network components to be formed by the unit. The variables \( N_d \) and \( N_i \) respectively represent the number of attributes in the DE-Scope and the one in the IE-Scope. The variable \( N_c \) represents the number of attributes in the components that the student has already acquired. These variables, \( N_d, N_c, N_i \) and \( N \) are related through \( N = N_c + N_d + N_i \). The heaviness can be represented below on the
assumptions that the node formation is heavier than the link formation and that the load depends on the capability a student brings back his/her memory:

$$H(\text{unit}) = \frac{(N_{\text{in}}+w+\text{Nil}) + (1-r) \times N_{c}}{N}$$

where $0 \leq w \leq 1$, $0 \leq r \leq 1$, $N_{i} = N_{\text{in}} + \text{Nil}$. The variables $N_{\text{in}}$ and $\text{Nil}$ respectively represent the number of attributes in the nodes and the one in the links. The variable $w$ represents the proportion of the link formation load to the node formation load. The variable $r$ represents the student's capability. If the student can completely bring back his/her memory with no load, then the variable $r$ is as follows: $r=1$. On the contrary, if he/she cannot bring back at all, then $r$ is as follows: $r=0$.

The numerator of $H(\text{unit})$ represents the number of the attributes the student needs to complement from the unit. The variables $w$ and $r$ must be set according to the student's knowledge-structuring capability. Since it is very difficult to set them dynamically, our planner currently deals with them fixedly. However, towards the load-oriented tutoring, it is important to estimate the load heaviness by considering these variables.

Next, let us represent the load heaviness by the explanation units. If one even unit applies a heavy load, a student may lose his/her learning motivation. Accordingly the heaviness should be represented as $H(\text{plan}) = \max \{H(\text{unit})\}$, where $\{H(\text{unit})\}$ is a set of which each element is $H(\text{unit})$ by a unit in the plan.

5.2.4 Load Control

If a load is trivial, the student will easily compose the goal network. Conversely if an overload applies, he/she may lose his/her learning motivation. Accordingly the appropriate load control is indispensable for the load-oriented tutoring.

The planner sets a threshold, referred to as $H_{th}$, to control $H(\text{plan})$. The heaviness of the generated plan is compared to $H_{th}$. If $H(\text{plan}) \leq H_{th}$, the plan is translated into natural language. If not, the plan is modified. Our system regards $H_{th}$ as a factor that represents the student's capability of knowledge-structuring. $H_{th}$ is updated according to his/her self-explanation discussed in Sect. 6.

5.2.5 Replanning

In order to decrease $H(\text{plan})$, the planner replaces the basic operator that provides maximum heaviness among $\{H(\text{unit})\}$ with a new operator. The replacement follows the node formation preference. If the replaced operator provides the indirect node formation, the planner replaces it with the operator to provide the link formation directly.

5.2.6 Example of Load Estimation, Load Control and Replanning

We return to the example of explanation planning shown in Fig. 9. In this example, we assume the variables, $w=0.5$ and $r=0.8$. The load heaviness by each explanation unit in the first generated plan (PLAN-A) is as follows:

$$H(\text{ExUnit}-1a) = \frac{(4 + 0.5 \times 0) + (1 - 0.8) \times 4}{11} = 0.44$$

where $N_{\text{in}} = N_{\text{Node}-a} = 4$, $\text{Nil} = 0$,

$$N_{c} = N_{\text{Node}-a} = 4$$, and

$$N = N_{\text{Node}-a} + N_{\text{Link}-a} + N_{\text{Node}-a}$$

$$= 4 + 3 + 4 = 11$$

$$H(\text{ExUnit}-2a) = \frac{(3 + 0.5 \times 3) + 0.2 \times 8}{16} = 0.38$$

where $N_{\text{in}} = N_{\text{Node}-a} = 3$, $\text{Nil} = N_{\text{Link}-a} = 3$,

$$N_{c} = N_{\text{Node}-a} + N_{\text{Node}-a} = 8$$, and

$$N = N_{\text{Node}-a} + N_{\text{Node}-a} + N_{\text{Link}-a}$$

$$+ N_{\text{Node}-a} + N_{\text{Link}-a}$$

$$= 4 + 4 + 2 + 3 + 3 = 16$$.

$(N_{\text{component}}$ represents the number of the attributes in the component.)

Therefore

$$H(\text{Plan-A}) = \max(0.44, 0.38) = 0.44$$.

The number 0.44 represents that the student needs to complement about 40 percent of the goal network.

If the threshold $H_{th} = 0.4$, the planner needs to modify PLAN-A. In this case, the operator providing \text{ExUnit-1a} is replaced. Since this operator provides the formation of Node-s1, the planner replaces it with a new operator to provide the indirect link formation. As a result, \text{ExUnit-1a} is replaced with \text{ExUnit-1b} in PLAN-B shown in Fig. 9(a). \text{ExUnit-1b} describes Node-s1 and the DE-Scope and IE-Scope respectively include Node-s1 and Link-a as shown in Fig. 4. The load heaviness by ExUnit-1b is as follows:

$$H(\text{ExUnit}-1b) = \frac{(0 + 0.5 \times 3) + 0.2 \times 4}{11} = 0.21$$

where $N_{\text{in}} = 0$, $\text{Nil} = N_{\text{Link}-a} = 3$.
\[ N_c = N_{\text{Node} - e_2} = 4, \quad \text{and} \]
\[ N = N_{\text{Node} - e_2} + N_{\text{Node} - e_1} + N_{\text{Link} - d} = 4 + 4 + 3 = 11. \]

Therefore \( H(\text{Plan-B}) < H(\text{Th}) \). The load-oriented explanation (line(1)) in Fig. 1(b) is generated from the Plan-B.

5.3 Supporting Explanation Planning

The supporting explanation is generated according to the part in which a student reached an impasse in composing the goal network. If the part is in the DE-Scope of the load-oriented explanation, the planner points out the corresponding portion of the explanation. If the part is in the IE-Scope, the planner generates the corresponding explanation unit without the load estimation.

6. Self-Explanation Environment

Figure 10 shows our self-explanation environment, which has been implemented in OpenWindows on SUN SPARCstation2.

Looking at the given load-oriented explanation, a student composes the goal network. Then it is difficult to be aware of the attribute inheritance beforehand. In order to help a student find the similarity and further difference between nodes, the network is described without the attribute inheritance.

The network composing operations are proceeded with in the "Self Explanation" window. A student can explain nodes and links by mouse-selecting them from a menu of network components (Menu of components). The attributes and their values in the nodes and links are prepared as a menu (Attribute & Value). This menu also includes some misleading attributes and values. The student can put down the required attribute and its value by selecting and double-clicking them. Furthermore, he/she can receive a supporting explanation to overcome the impasse by selecting a menu of questions and besides pointing to the network component that he/she would like to ask (Menu of Question). These functions of the environment reduce the hardness of natural language interpretation.

The self-explanation environment acquires the following information by tracing the mouse operations by the student: a sequence of network composing operations and intervals between them. Such tracing can be easily implemented by OpenWindows. The environment also recognizes the occurrence of impasses when the student has asked or an interval between the operations has been more than a given period. In case of the latter occurring, the environment asks him/her where he/she tries to compose, in order to identify the network components in which the impasses occur. If the student does not need the supporting explanation, he/she can continue to compose the network without answering this question.

Some students may also make mistakes in the network composing activities owing to their misconceptions. In order to realize more advanced load-oriented tutoring, it is necessary to cope with the misconceptions. However we currently focus on the impasses owing to the knowledge-structuring capability. Therefore our ITS does not distinguish the support for the misconception from the one for the impasses.

Fig. 10 An example of network composing operations.
If there are the network components that are not complemented after the student's self-explanation, the system points out them to require him/her to self-explain. If the student has built up the goal network with no impasse, our system tries to increase the threshold \( H_{th}\), which is used for the load control for the next load-oriented explanation.

7. Conclusion

As a first step to the load-oriented tutoring to enhance the student's explanation understanding, we have designed an ITS: an explanation planner and a self-explanation environment. In this paper, the explanation understanding is regarded as the knowledge-structuring. The planner generates the load-oriented explanation by estimating the load that a student will bear in structuring his/her knowledge with the explanation. We have also proposed EEM to realize the appropriate load control. EEM provides the planner with a foundation of the estimation. The self-explanation environment helps a student to structure his/her knowledge with explanations. When the student has reached impasses in self-explaining his/her knowledge-structuring process, the planner also generates the supporting explanations. These modules make it possible to enhance the student's understanding.

The current system is limited in various ways that could be addressed with future research. For example, EEM is not always a cognitive model adequate to represent the human knowledge-structuring process, and the support for the impasses owing to the student's misconception has not been considered yet. Finally, we will need to verify the assumptions in EEM, and then evaluate the effectiveness of the load-oriented tutoring, especially the method of the load estimation and load control, by testing our ITS.
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